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Abstract
A transformation is devised to convert any chirally non-invariant
lattice Dirac fermion operator into Ginsparg-Wilson Dirac fermion op-
erator. For the standard Wilson-Dirac lattice fermion operator, the
transformed new operator is local, free of O(a) lattice artifacts, has
correct axial anomaly in the vacuum sector, and is not plagued by the
notorious problems ( e.g., additive mass renormalization, vector cur-
rent renormalization, etc. ) which occur to the standard Wilson-Dirac
lattice fermion operator. We propose to apply the transformation to
Domain-Wall QCD such that the anomalous eects ( e.g., the residual
pion mass ) can be largely suppressed even at moderate Ns.
PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha, 11.30.Rd, 11.30.Fs
1 Introduction
To formulate chiral fermions on the lattice, one must take into account the
constraints imposed by the Nielson-Ninomiya no-go theorem [1]. It asserts
that any lattice Dirac operator D in the free fermion limit must violate at least
one of the basic properties [(i)-(iv)] of massless Dirac fermion in continuum.
Nevertheless, we can incorporate the gauge interactions in the no-go theorem
as follows. Since the gauge link variables are trivial in the Dirac space, the
chiral symmetry of D is not aected by turning on a background gauge eld.
In other words, if fD; γ5g is zero in the free fermion limit, then it remains to
be zero even after the gauge link variables have moved away from the identity.
Moreover, the presence of gauge interactions does not improve the locality of
D. Therefore, we can assert that any gauge covariant Dirac operator D on a
nite lattice must violate at least one of the following properties :
(i) D is chirally symmetric.
[ Dγ5 + γ5D = 0. ]
(ii) D is local.
[ jD(x; y)j  exp(−jx− yj=l) with l  a; or D(x; y) = 0 for jx− yj > z,
where z is much less than the size of the lattice. ]
(iii) In the free fermion limit, D is free of species doublings.
[ The free fermion propagator D−1(p) has only one simple pole ( at the
origin p = 0 ) in the Brillouin zone. ]
(iv) In the free fermion limit, D has correct continuum behavior.
[ In the limit a ! 0, D(p)  iγµpµ around p = 0. ]
During the last two years, it has become clear that the proper way to
circumvent the no-go theorem is only to break the chiral symmetry of D (i),
but to maintain a generalized chiral symmetry on the lattice, i.e., the Ginsparg-
Wilson relation [2]
Dγ5(1I− aRD) + (1I− aRD)γ5D = 0 (1)
which recovers the usual chiral symmetry (i) in the continuum limit a ! 0.
Here R is a positive denite hermitian operator which is local in the position
space and trivial in the Dirac space.
The rst explicit and physical D satisfying the GW relation [ (1) with




obtained by Neuberger [3] in the framework of the Overlap formalism [4, 5],
before the GW relation was rejuvenated. The fact that Do also satises the
GW relation may be an indication that the Overlap plays a more fundamental
role than the GW relation, thus it possesses the generalized chiral symmetry on
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the lattice as one of its implications. It is plausible that any proper formulation
of lattice chiral fermion must comply with the "kinematical" constraint (1),
independent of the underlying dynamics. At present, the Overlap formalism
seems to be the only nonperturbative framework which satises all physical
requirements and passes all nontrivial tests.
One of the advantages of maintaining the generalized chiral symmetry on
the lattice is that the GW Dirac fermions are not plagued by the notorious
problems [6] ( e.g., additive mass renormalization, flavor nonsinglet and vector
currents renormalization, and mixings between operators in dierent chiral
representations, etc ) which occur to the standard Wilson-Dirac lattice fermion
operator, provided that D satises (ii)-(iv) and (1). However, if one uses the
Overlap Dirac operator in lattice QCD, one encounters the technical problem
of taking the square root of a huge ( positive denite ) hermitian matrix, which
is very time consuming in practical calculations. Therefore, both in principle
and in practice, it is important to understand whether one can construct a
topologically proper D which satisfies all physical constraints (ii)-(iv) and (1),
but without the square root operation.
The general solution to the Ginsparg-Wilson relation can be written as [7]
D = Dc(1I + aRDc)
−1 = (1I + aDcR)−1Dc (2)
where Dc is any chirally symmetric ( Dcγ5 + γ5Dc = 0 ) Dirac operator which
must violate at least one of the three properties (ii)-(iv) above. Now we must
require Dc to satisfy (iii) and (iv), but violate (ii) ( i.e, Dc is nonlocal ).
The reasons are as follows. Firstly, the general solution (2) can be regarded as
a transformation which transforms the nonlocal Dc into a local D on a nite
lattice for R in the proper range [8, 9]. This does not contradict with the no-go
theorem since the chiral symmetry has been broken by (2) and is replaced by
the generalized chiral symmetry on the lattice, the GW relation (1). Secondly,
D is free of species doublings if and only if Dc is free of species doublings.
Hence one cannot have Dc violate (iii), otherwise D must suer from species
doublings. Thirdly, D satises (iv) if and only if Dc does. Thus Dc cannot
violate (iv).
Since the massless Dirac fermion operator in continuum is antihermitan,
we also require that Dc is antihermitian ( D
y
c = −Dc ) even at nite lattice
spacing. Then the chiral symmetry of Dc together with its antihermiticity
implies that Dc satises the hermiticity condition
Dyc = γ5Dcγ5 : (3)
This implies that D in the general solution (2) also satises the hermiticity
condition
Dy = γ5Dγ5 : (4)
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Thus its determinant, det(D), is real and non-negative. The last property
implies that the GW lattice QCD with any number of quark flavors can be
simulated dynamically using Hybrid Monte Carlo ( HMC ) algorithm, in con-
trast to the Wilson-Dirac and Kogut-Susskind staggered fermions in which the
number of quark flavors must be even for HMC simulations. Conversely, if one
imposes the hermiticity condition (4) on D, then, using the relationship
Dc = D(1I− aRD)−1 = (1I− aDR)−1D (5)
which is equivalent to (2), one can deduce that Dc satises (3) and thus Dc is
antihermitian.
Another salient feature of (2) is that the zero modes and the index of Dc
are invariant under the transformation [7, 8]. That is, a zero mode of Dc is
also a zero mode of D and vice versa, hence the index [ index(Dc) = index(D)
] and the topological characteristics [8, 10] ( c[Dc] = c[D] ) are invariant.
All above remarkable features of the transformation (2) are vital to obtain
a GW Dirac fermion operator (2) such that it can reproduce the continuum
physics.
The locality of D together with the condition that Dc satises the properties
(iii) and (iv), constitutes the neccesary condition for D to reproduce the
continuum chiral anomaly on a nite lattice. For the vacuum sector, it turns
out that the necessary condition is also the sucient condition, provided that
the local fluctuations of the gauge elds are not too violent.
For the topologically nontrivial sectors, the chiral anomaly of D also de-
pends on the topological characteristics of D, c[D], which is a nonperturbative
attribute of D [10]. If Dc is topologically proper ( i.e., c[Dc] = c[D] = 1 ), then
the sum of the anomaly function of D over all sites on a nite lattice must
be correct. Hence, it follows that the anomaly function of D agrees with the
continuum Chern-Pontryagin density if D is local.
Now the central problem is to construct the chirally symmetric Dc which
is nonlocal, and satises (iii), (iv), and (3). Furthermore we also require that
Dc is topologically proper ( i.e., satisfying the Atiyah-Singer index theorem )
for any prescribed smooth gauge background. These constitute the necessary
requirements [8] for Dc to enter (2) such that D could reproduce the continuum
physics. The general solution of Dc satisfying these requirements has been
investigated in ref. [11]. However, in general, given any lattice Dirac operator
D, we can perform a topologically invariant transformation on D such that
the resulting Dirac operator is chirally symmetric. In this paper, we complete
the construction of Dc by including any lattice Dirac operator D which breaks
the chiral symmetry explicitly ( e.g., the standard Wilson-Dirac operator [12]
).
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we dene the topolog-
ically invariant transformations [17] for lattice Dirac operators, and show that
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they form an abelian group with group parameter space fRg. The transforma-
tion to convert any ( chirally non-invariant ) lattice Dirac operator into a GW
Dirac fermion operator is derived explicitly. In section 3, we apply the trans-
formation to the standard Wilson-Dirac lattice fermion operator and obtain a
new GW Dirac operator which is local, free of O(a) lattice artifacts and has
correct axial anomaly in the vacuum sector. This leads to our proposal that
if we transform the Domain-Wall fermion [13] into a GW Dirac fermion, then
the anomalous eects ( e.g., residual pion mass [14, 15, 16] in Domain-Wall
QCD ) due to chiral symmetry violations can be largely suppressed even at
moderate Ns in the fth dimension. In section 4, we summarize and discuss.
2 Topologically invariant transformations
In this section, we generalize the transformation (2) to any lattice Dirac oper-
ator D, not just for the chirally symmetric Dc. We dene the transformation
[17] as follows.
T (R) : D ! D0 = T (R)[D]  D(1I + RD)−1 = (1I + DR)−1D (6)
It is called topologically invariant transformation because the zero modes and
the index are invariant under the transformation. This property is evident
from (6). In general, R can be any operator, however, for our present purpose,
it suces to have R be a positive denite hermitian operator which is local
in the position space and trivial in the Dirac space. We also recall that if D
satises (iii), (iv) and (4), then these properties are invariant under (6).
The composition of any two transformations T (R1) and T (R2) is denoted
by T (R1)  T (R2) which is dened as
T (R1)  T (R2) [D] = T (R1) [T (R2)[D]] (7)
for any D. A basic property of the composition is
T (R1)  T (R2) = T (R1 + R2) ; (8)
which follows from the simple algebra :





= D(1I + R2D)
−1 [1I + R1D(1I + R2D)−1]−1
= D [(1I + R2D) + R1D]
−1
= D [1I + (R1 + R2)D]
−1
= T (R1 + R2)[D] :
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Evidently, the set of topologically invariant transformations, fT (R)g, with the
group multiplication dened as the composition (7), form an abelian group
with group parameter space fRg. The identity element is T (0). The inverse
of T (R) is T (−R). The associative law
(T (R1)  T (R2))  T (R3) = T (R1)  (T (R2)  T (R3))
= T (R1 + R2 + R3)
is satised.




(D−1 + γ5D−1γ5) (9)
such that
Dc = T (Rc)[D] = 2γ5D(γ5D −Dγ5)−1D (10)
is chirally symmetric ( γ5Dc + Dcγ5 = 0 ) and antihermitian ( D
y
c = −Dc
). Now we can substitute this Dc (10) into (2) to generate a family of GW
Dirac fermion operators. That is, D0 = T (R)[Dc] = T (R)  T (Rc)[D] =
T (R + Rc)[D].
It is evident that for any two lattice Dirac operators D(1) and D(2) satisfying
(4), their corresponding chiral limits obtained from (10), say, D(1)c and D
(2)
c ,














is a nontrivial task to obtain all Ti in (11).
Now we consider a lattice Dirac operator of the form

















and w is a hermitian operator which is trivial in the Dirac space and goes
to a constant in the classical continuum limit. The color, flavor and spinor
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indices have been suppressed in (12). The rst term on the r.h.s. of (12) is
the naive fermion operator which satises properties (i), (ii) and (iv) but
violates (iii) since it has 2d − 1 fermion doubled modes. The purpose of the
second term w is to give each doubled mode a mass of  1=a such that in
the continuum limit ( a ! 0 ), each doubled mode becomes innitely heavy
and decouples from the theory. However, the introduction of the w term has
serious drawbacks. It breaks the chiral symmetry explicitly at nite lattice
spacing and causes O(a) artifacts which lead to the problems such as vector
current renormalization, additive fermion mass renormalization, and mixings
between operators in dierent chiral representations. On the other hand, if the
chiral symmetry is broken according to the GW relation, then the generalized
chiral symmetry can protect the theory from being plagued by these problems
[6]. The next question is what is the proper Dc to be entered into (2). The
naive fermion operator, γµtµ, the rst term of (12), is out of question, since it
suers from the species doublings. Now the crucial observation is that we can
use the topologically invariant transformation (10) to obtain the chiral limit
of any chirally non-invariant D. For any D in the form of (12), we have
Dc = γµtµ − w (γµtµ)−1 w : (16)
It is antihermitian, nonlocal ( due to the second term ), and satisfy (iii) and
(iv) for a properly constructed w. Then we can enter this Dc into (2) to obtain
a GW Dirac operator
D =
[
r CyC(1I + r2CyC)−1 −Cy(1I + r2CCy)−1
C(1I + r2CyC)−1 r CCy(1I + r2CCy)−1
]
(17)
where we have set R = r1I in (2), and
C = (yµtµ)− w(µtµ)−1w : (18)
The anomaly function of D can be written
AD(x) = 2r2 tr[CyC(1I + r2CyC)−1 − CCy(1I + r2CCy)−1](x; x) (19)
where tr denotes the trace over the color, flavor and spinor space.
On a nite lattice, the GW Dirac operator (17) can be constructed to be
local but not highly peaked in the diagonal elements, for the value of r within
a proper range [9]. Then we expect that this GW Dirac fermion operator may
reproduce the continuum physics on a nite lattice.
3 Chirally invariant Wilson-Dirac operator
The Wilson-Dirac lattice fermion operator [12], Dw, is in the form of (12) with











where rw is the Wilson parameter. The free fermion propagator of Dw in
momentum space is
















that in the rst term of (21), the doubled modes are decoupled completely
due to the vanishing of the factor t2=(w2 + t2) at the 2d − 1 corners of the
Brillouin zone. However, the second term in (21) causes a lot of problems
since it breaks the chiral symmetry explicitly at nite lattice spacing, and is
the source of additive mass renormalization and other notorious problems. Any
satisfactory solution to all these problems has to reinstate the chiral symmetry
to the Wilson-Dirac operator, i.e., to get rid of the second term in (21) entirely,
while keeping the rst term intact. A straightforward and plausible solution
is to drop the second term, and symmetrize the rst term to obtain
Dcw =
√
1I + (bby)−1 (γµtµ)
√
1I + (bby)−1 ; (22)
where b = w−1(γµtµ), with tµ dened in (13) and w in (20). Then (22) is
chirally symmetric, non-local, and satises (iii), (iv) and (3). However, it
involves the square root of a hermitian operator, which is very time-consuming
in practical calculations. In fact, there are many ways to insert such square
root factors sandwiching the naive fermion operator such that the doubled
modes can be decoupled from the fermion propagator at nite lattice spacing.
Nevertheless, we do not intend to discuss such solutions here. Rather, our
goal is to obtain a chirally invariant Wilson-Dirac operator without square root
operations. Fortunately, (16) meets our goal with w realized as the Wilson
term in (20). It is chirally symmetric, nonlocal and satisfying (iii), (iv) and
(3). The free fermion propagator of (16) in momentum space is





which is exactly the rst term of (21). So, we have "chiraled away" the second
term of (21) through the topologically invariant transformation (10). We also
note that Dc in (16) is free of O(a) lattice artifacts. Substituting this Dc into
(2), we obtain a local GW Dirac fermion operator (17) satisfying (ii)-(iv) and
(4). This implies that lattice QCD with the GW Dirac operator (17) is free of
any unnatural problems such as additive quark mass renormalization, renor-
malization of vector and flavor-nonsinglet axial vector currents and mixing of
operators in dierent chiral representations [6].
Furthermore, the axial anomaly of (17) in a prescribed smooth gauge back-
ground with zero topological charge is in good agreement with the Chern-
Pontryagin density. An example is shown in Fig. 1. This is expected from the
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perturbation viewpoint, since (17) is local for positive values of r and Dc (16)
satises (iii) and (iv) for w equal to the Wilson term (20). It is instructive
to compare the axial anomaly of the standard Wilson-Dirac operator Dw ( see
Fig. 1 in ref. [10] ) to that of the chirally transformed D = T (r + Rc)[Dw]
in Fig. 1 of this paper. It is evident that the transformation T (r + Rc) plays
the important role in converting Dw into a Ginsparg-Wilson D which can re-
produce the correct axial anomaly on a nite lattice, at least in the vacuum
sector.
However, the GW Dirac operator (17) is topologically trivial ( i.e., it does
not possess any exact zero modes in topologically nontrivial gauge elds ). This
is also expected since the Wilson-Dirac fermion operator Dw is topologically
trivial, hence the number of zero modes remains to be zero ( n[D] = n[Dw] =
0 ) under the transformation Dw ! D = T (r + Rc)[Dw]. Consequently, the
anomaly function of D, AD(x) (19) does not agree with the Chern-Pontryagin
density for topologically non-trivial gauge backgrounds.
Even though the new Dirac operator (17) is topologically trivial, it has well
dened chiral properties and is not plaqued by any unnatural problems. This
suggests that it may be useful for lattice QCD in studies involving observables
which are dominated by the vacuum sector. Further implementations of (17)
for lattice QCD are beyond the scope of this paper. However, we recall that
the fermion propagator of (17) can be written as






where C is dened in (18).
For massive Dirac fermion operator, the mass term m should enter D ac-
cording to the following transformation [18]
Tm(R) : Dc ! D = (Dc + m)(1I + RDc)−1 : (25)




(m1I + r CyC)(1I + r2CyC)−1 −(1 −mr)Cy(1I + r2CCy)−1
(1−mr)C(1I + r2CyC)−1 (m1I + r CCy)(1I + r2CCy)−1
]
(26)
where C is dened in (18).
Domain-Wall fermion
Although the Wilson-Dirac fermion operator, Dw, is topologically trivial, it
can be used to construct the Domain-Wall fermion operator Ddw [13] on a ve
dimensional lattice with fermion mass as a step function in the fth dimension
such that massless chiral fermions can be realized on the four dimensional
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walls where the mass defects locate. Then the current flow into the fth
dimension can induce the correct chiral anomaly on the four dimensional walls.
Therefore exact zero modes can be reproduced for the chiral fermions on the
four dimensional walls for topologically nontrivial gauge backgrounds, and the
Atiyah-Singer index theorem can be satised. However, the chiral symmetry
of the fermions residing on the four-dimensional walls is an exact symmetry
only in the limit the number of sites in the fth dimension goes to innity,
i.e., Ns ! 1. Thus, for nite Ns, the Domain-Wall fermion suers from
anomalous eects due to chiral symmetry violations, e.g., the residual pion
mass in Domain-Wall QCD [14, 15, 16], and it is not clear that these anomalous
eects will vanish in the limit Ns ! 1. However, it seems to us that if the
generalized chiral symmetry is incorporated in Domain-Wall QCD, then the
residual pion mass can be largely suppressed even at moderate Ns, since the
absence of additive quark mass renormalization is guaranteed. That is, we use
the topologically invariant transformation Tm(r)  T (Rc) to convert Ddw into
a GW Dirac operator D = Tm(r)  T (Rc)[Ddw], then the generalized chiral
symmetry can protect D from being plagued by the anomalous eects due to
additive mass renormalization, mixings, etc. Furthermore, we expect that the
quark masses can go down to smaller values at moderate Ns for the chirally
transformed Domain-Wall QCD. Further investigations are required before one
can tell whether this scenario can be realized or not.
4 Summary and discussions
In this paper, we have derived a topologically invariant transformation T (r +
Rc) which can convert any ( chirally non-invariant ) lattice Dirac operator
D satisfying (iii), (iv) and (4), into a local1 GW Dirac fermion operator
which has correct axial anomaly at least in the vacuum sector2, and is free
of O(a) lattice artifacts or any unnatural problems ( such as additive masss
renormalization, renormalization of vector and flavor non-singlet axial vector
currents, and mixing of operators in dierent chiral representations [6] ).
We propose to use the transformation Tm(r)T (Rc) to convert the Domain-
Wall fermion operator Ddw [13] into a GW Dirac operator D, then the general-
ized chiral symmetry (1) can protect D from being plagued by the anomalous
eects due to the chiral symmetry violations at nite Ns.
We can understand the transformation T (r + Rc) from another viewpoint.
Given any lattice Dirac operator D, there exists R such that D and R satisfy
1Here we recall that on a nite lattice, D′ = T (r +Rc)[D] can be constructed to be local
but not highly peaked in its diagonal elements if r is in the proper range [9], provided that
the local fluctuations of the gauge eld are not too large.
2In the nontrivial gauge sectors, the axial anomaly of D′ also depends on the the topo-
logical characteristics of D′, c[D′] = c[D] which is a nonperturbative attribute of D [10].
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the Ginsparg-Wilson relation
Dγ5 + γ5D = 2Dγ5RD : (27)
Therefore there exists the chirally symmetric Dc such that D can be written
in the form
D = Dc(1I + RDc)
−1 = T (R)[Dc] : (28)
Thus the inverse transformation of (28) is





(D−1 + γ5D−1γ5)  −Rc (30)
which follows from (27). Once Dc is obtained, we are free to perform any
transformation on Dc with R independent of D, in particular, R = r1I, then
we have
D0 = T (r)[Dc] = T (r)  T (Rc)[D] = T (r + Rc)[D] : (31)
We note that the chirally symmetric Dc (16) which is obtained via the
topologically invariant transformation (10), may be one of the simplest solu-
tions satisfying (i), (iii), (iv) and (3). Without using (10), one may end up
with some complicated forms such as (22) or in general
Dc = S(γµtµ)S
y − T (γµtµ)−1T y (32)
where operators S and T are commutative with γ5.
While we are working on the GW Domain-Wall fermion, we still have in
mind an open problem whether one can construct a topologically proper D in
four dimensions, satisfying (iii) and (iv), but without square root operations3.
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Figure 1: The anomaly function AD(x) [ Eq. (19) ] of the massless GW Dirac
operator D [ Eq. (17) ] with w equal to the Wilson term [ Eq. (20) ] is plotted
for each site x = (x1; x2) on a 12 12 lattice. The Wilson parameter rw is set
to 1:0. The value of r has been set to 0:5, and there is no signicant changes
to AD(x) for r in the range  0:2 to  0:8. The background gauge eld is the
same as that in Fig. 1 of ref. [10]. The anomaly function AD(x) is denoted by
diamonds. The Chern-Pontryagin density 1
2pi
µνFµν is plotted as circles which
are joined by line segments for the visual purpose.
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